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CHAP.l'ER I
THE PRCJ3LEM AND DEFINITIOll OF TERMS USED

Leisure-time interests and participation he.ve been called the
building blocks ot a nation's culture.

Yet in the United States

today culture lacks the dignity befitting of' the nation whioh he.a
recognised tor many years the right of all to the •?J,rsuit of
happiness.•

Many sul"'f'eys ot leisure-time aotivitiea ot various age

groups rn-eal the vast amount of' time the.t is spent in non-creative
types ot activities.

It is questionable if' these types of' aotiTi-

tiea have much relationship to happiness.
Educators f'aoe the perplexing problem. of' teaching youth to use
leisure time to contribute to their happiness and the welfare ot
others.

In the better schools of' today education. tor leisure time ia

being taken seriously.

Thoughtful people are aware that the self'•

realized values of leisure J'IJA'Y become a source tor good• and the.t
appropriate leisure-time education is essential in the curriculum.
Programs in many schools tall short of the objectives of'
developing lasting interests and this condition will prevail until
educators grasp the importance of training youth so that their free
time. both now and later, is constructively used• rather than
abused.
I.

Statement

~ ~

THE PROBLEM

probl••

The purpose of this study was to

establish a program that would enable Pasco High School students to
:more adequately make use or noon-hour leisure and to facilitate their
wiser use of leisure time in the ruture.
To more clearly picture the program organized and to understand the historica.l •terial, n.rious terms were introduced tor
clarification so as to discriminate concepts and ideas advanced by
various authors.

F.duoation terminology in many oases diff'ered., but

the intention of the writers was generally the same.

The ideas ot

the study were tramed in light of those statements.
II•

Curriculum.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Curriculum may be defined as all the experiences

which pupils have while under the direction of the school.

This is

the total school program.
Extra-curricular.

The extra-curricular program includes those

activities which are within the curriculum but outside of the formal
traditiona.l classroom program.

Actually this is an ambiguous term and

should be stated as the co-curricular program.

Some years ago it was

not difficult to define extra-curricular activities but., today it ii
more difficult to define since many teachers have some definite resp011sibilities in the program.

As a result of this important develop-

ment, such other designations as "semi-curricular," "extra-class.,"
11

oollateral.," "integrating.,• "socializing," "co-ourricularized

activities," "super-curricular," and others have been suggested.

3

However, co-curricular is the designation which more appropriately

blends with the present-day meaning or curriculum.
Activity erogram. •

.An activity program denotes a scheduled

period where all students participate in some activity.

Schools

with this type of a program. utilize a class period, the noon hour•
or perhaps time outside or school.
Intramura.ls.

Intra.murals are athletics within the school

Leisure time.

Leisure time is a period when one has the

itself.

opportunity to participate or engage in activities deliberately by
his own choice.
Recreation.

Recreation ia the program provided or prepared

by people themselves to utilize their leisure time.
Noon-Time Program.

The Hoon-Time Program is intended to be a

period whereby the student, by choice, can pa.rtioipa.te in activities
that are offered.

Occasionally the program is restated as a lunch-

time program, yet the purpose is the same.
The philosophy of education today has changed in such a way
that the ooncept of curriculum development is being challenged.
There is a growing awareness of the need to revise or develop a
curriculum which will adequately meet the needs of a community.
Fducation involves more than intellectual training.

Smith asserted

4

that, "In the tullest sense. it is the shaping ot character, including
the attitudes, dispositions, habits, and beliefs ot person.• 1

It may

be •phaaized that the curriculum. of aeoomdary education is two-told
in soope--curricula.r and extra-curricular.

Leading educatcra have

indicated that the extra-curricular program is becoming a significant

part of any school program.

Thompson, in her study of school activi•

ties stated t
The remarkable developm.•t of stud.mt activities is an education phenomenon of the past quarter of a eentury. It was
es'bima.ted that 3,890.240 pupils were participating in an
aggregate 194.688 activity groups under the supervision ot
200,000 adviser• in 25 1 000 schools.•.• When yea.rs of
experience indioated that informal group activities had decided
educational fl.lues. high school principals through their
national association, took a position in regard to encouraging
and institutr,g effective activity programs with ad.equate
supervision.
The twentieth century baa made many changes in popular atti-

tudes, opinions, and the behavior of society.

Sudden shifts

ot

social values of wa711 of living have been brought on by recent phases

ot industrialization

and urbanization.

For some time industry has

recognized that productivity can be significantly increased through
rest periods, adequate lunch, and a short day.

Thus nll-balanoed

1B.

Othanel Smith, William. o. Stanley, and Harlan Shores,
Fundamentals ot Curriculum. Developaent (New Yorkt World Book Company,

1950), P• l34:2wellie Zetta Thompson, Your School Clubs

Dutton Company, In.oorporated, 1g'ffj, p.

Puigla, u. s.

Activities tor all
{Washington, D.c., 19

Ottioe

), pp. 9 and 24.

(Bew Yorlct E. P.
Extra-clasa
Education Bulletin No. 4

14 citing
ot
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recreation would be invaluable tor people to release mental and
physioal tensions wb.ioh society produces. Teen-agers have a responsibility or challenge to prepare ettectively for their yea.rs ot
adulthood.

Schools and cOD111111Ditiea have made extensive efforts to

provide facilities and plans tor youth, but what over-all program
has been organized to train boys and girls in the wise use of leisure
time? Lipovetz had this to sayi
Som.e communities have organized recreation movements, many ot
our schools have tormnlated extensive intra.mural programs tor
their students, and many boys and girls clubs have attempted to
direct the leisure time activities tor their members. But, take
all these attempts into consideration and you will agree that
Recreation in Modern F.duoation is either in a stage of M.olescence
in many cOJIIIIIWlities, systems, or non-existent • • • • 3

It waa logical then to recognize tha.t people have a challenge to prepare youth of their communities tor adulthood.

School curriouluma

need to be constantly evaluated so as to adapt to our changing way ot
living. This was turther illustrated by Bedford who made the
following atatem.enti
Planned organization and direction of all school activities
is easmtial it the students are to receiTe training in the knowledge, idea.ls, and habits that will be necessary a.a the increasing
needs ot social cooperation are met in later years. 4
Youth can be molded into wholesoae personalities as expressed

3rerd John Lipovetz, Recreation {Minneapoliu Burgess Publishing Company, 1950), P• 3.
4aennett Bedford, "Student Participation in Extra-ourrioular
Activities in Yald:ma High School" {unpublished Jlaster•s thesis,
Central Washington College ot Education, Ellensburg, Washington,
1951), p.

a.
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by those working in various fields ot education.

Students, in

particular. can develop skills. ideas. habits. and attitudes at an
early age if' those learnings are properly applied.

It baa been

obse"ed many times whereby traditional olassrooa teaching tollowecl
by the use ot an informal experience has aided in the learning
process.

Koos remarked thats

The pupil initiated and pupil controlled activity program. have
the same guidance ftluea and the same developmental purpose• as
the organised. curriculum ot the school • • • •
• • • educational writers ha.Te thus tar thought ot the extracurriculum primarily trom the training and little trOJJl the
standpoint of exploration tor guidance.6
The two phases of a school ourriculum ahould establish a
foundation tor a boy and girl to suoceaefully cope with adulthood.
A parallel can be dra1111 on a high achool youngster in the following

way. It he oan eata.blish a logical approach to answering academic
questions. then• he should likewise be able to dnelop poaitiTe
concepts or idea.a tor the wise and wholesome use ot leisure ti.Jae.
Thompson :made mention ot this approach when he declared t
.An excellent opportunity to em.ploy the type of educational
-Iphilosophy ot "learning by doing" r•lly exists in the building
of' a noon-tiae recreational program tor those who eat their
lunches in the school building. Here lies an opportunity to
promote individual responsibility. to correct poor attitudes and
build good one•• ancl to educate pupil• to play. work• and. lin
with one another with a :m:inilllun degree ot discord.6

5Leonard V. l:ooa and William C. Reaves• Administerinf:othe
Secondary School (San Franciaoo: .American Book Company. 19

r;-

P• 200.

o. Thmnpacm. "Noon-hour Program," Clearing House,
~pril, 1940.

6Lawrenoe
l4i492◄•
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It is tOlllld in some c<mmmities that th• inolusion. of camping,
mm.ting, tly tying, gardening, bowling, tly oaating, and other• are
"trills" a.nd frowned upon as being pa.rt ot the school program.

Some

fflff' years ago a similar teeling was tound in college•, but now inati-

tutiona are ottering these ooaraea in increasing numbers.

'l'orkahopa

have been provided and developed tor the pa.at aneral years by the
colleges

ot education in the State of Washington where school people

and other interest.a individuals participate to discover more fully

the potential ot an outdoor program.

These experienoee will be

nemtually plowed back into oOJ11111mitie11 who will likewise benefit.

Forward looking school lead.era are already utilizing these graduate•
to organize BUDRer ca.mp outings tor high achool youth who wish to
experience and develop good recreatiODal habit••
It is universally accepted that educators are striving to
give youth a setmd education, but Schindler felt that they were
falling short ot the mark by stating, "That it will be a decade or

two betore our pu.blic schools will doubtless be doing a good job ot
teaching this aost important aapeot ot living--.turity. • 7
There is an ner-taoing challenge which educators have to
view a graduating class in retrospect, considering it it 111 be-tter
prepared to :m.eet life'• problema than the class which passed aoroea
the threshold the year before.

School districts have a direct

7John Schindler, Bow to Live 365 ~ of the Year
Prentioe-Hall, Inoorporatecf,19ffl": ~ 2 r . - - -

(Hew Yorkt
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responsibility f'or sharing in the growth and development ot the
adolescent in tultillment ot experiences in leisure.

..Anderson

endorsed the importance of' leisure tiu during the noon hour of
school when he made the following comct, "In man.y systems today. the
lunch roOJll problea ~oon hour) takea precedence over all other prob-

1-

lems with exception of the salary achedule.• 8
Industry has :made it known that they want shorter hours and
mere vacation tiae per year J this obviously means that people will

have more time tor recreational

purpose■•

As soon as one makes use

ot his leisure time with these recree.tional opportunities he is
achieving one ot the moat fundamental treed.oms in .America--the
f'reedODL ot choice.
The moment one places a positive interpretation f'or leisure it

becoaea apparent that recreation is no longer considered a body
building program but rather as an opportunity tor continuing educatima,

tor participating in civic af'tairs. tor partaking in aesthetic
experiences, tor developing skills, and tor the enjoy:m.ent of nature.
Lepovitz_re.marked about the ever-growing role ot leisure in hia
aaaertion1

Theae five elements in the culture pattern--labor. taaily am
coamnity. religion, education, and recreation-are constantly
shifting about 1n tenu of relative intlumoe. The cultural
pattern of modern industrial 1ocietiea can be moat readily
analyzed 1n tenu ot the relation between the first and the last

8vartin

----

.Anderaon. "The Void 1n the School Day." '?he School
Executive, 711127-8• Jla.y, 1952.
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ot the abOTe element•• namely. between work and play. In direct
proportion to the adva.noement of' technology in determining wa.ya ot
performing work• recreation riaes aa a cultural inf'luenoe. The
quality ot experienoe (culture) ot people lirtng in industrial
societies 1a destined to be. conditioned.• therefore. by leiaure
in an ever ascending aoa.le. 9
The Noo:n-Tiae Program ia not deaip.ed to be an activity program
as f'ound in aOM achoola where a tully scheduled noon-hour prograa
tunotiona with the entire teaching atatt involTed in some capacity.
Nor will the program be deaig:ned only as intr11.111J.ral.

Progra:mmin.g

will be on a leisure basis and areas of recreation will be pioneered.
as

interest ■

and auperrtaion permit.

Unquestioaably as the program.

moves torn.rd. adaptations may be md.e f'rom other prograns.

Saale in

his Tisitation of' the Snohomish activity program. SUDDlled thing• up
with theae rema.rkai
The philosophy of' the activity periods aa carried OD. in the
Snohomiah aohoola is the f'inest that I've ever experianoed.
Imagine. it you will, how often high aohool atudenta ha·.-e no
purpose or objective during the noon hour after the completicm
ot lunch. But not so at Snohomi■hJ they realbe the educational t·
T&lue of' having students busily- engaged il1 tome ••tal or
phyaical activity or a combination or both. 10
To meet this challenge which yoUD.g people tac•• school aystema
and c,tOJ1D1t1nities have the responsibilit7

ot providing wholesOJlle

opportunities tor them. to develop mental and physical maturity.

With

time on his hands and nothing to do a healthy high achool student can
be a liability-.

Allingham made these re•rkst

9tipovetz. 2.E.•

!.!:!:.•,

p. 6.

lOcharles w. Saale, Summa~ ot Visitation in Snohoaiah E.l.
Columbia Ba1in Study Councii.phi'et, Central 'faahington College
of F.ducatlon, Ellensburg, Washington. November, 1950, p. 1.
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• • • I believe there should be definite time during the day
when boys and girls can be guided into developing reasonable and
intelligent group behavior and situations other than intraditional autocratic classrooms. • • • furthermore they Dllst
learn to decide what is the right thing to do--and then do it.11
Literature pu.blished on the subject of noon-time programs was
basically troa periodicals and was written by men in the field of
administratiOl'l.

They felt the pu.lse or the situation. and thus

substantiate the tact that the program was an integral part of the
school curriculum.

Thia was verified by Anderson who emphasised the

following:
• • • to keep occupied and relaxed. noon hour recreation has
gained widespread support among aohool administrators. It ia
generally agreed that this program provides a release ot excess
energy. creates a good sense ot sociability•. and gives pupils an
opportunity to plan and assume responsibility.12
The principle of solid groundwork in the construction of a
Noon-Time Program is essential.

Therefore. the first task to frame-

work the study will be to establish general objectives to visualize
the scope of a well-conceived program.

Thompson set forth these

guides:
The objectiTes of extra-class activities are similar to and
identical with the objectives of class activities. It any
difference exists. it probably is a matter of emphaaia. The
following goals represent. therefore. desirable objectives tor
pupil activities in both intra-class and extra-class activities.

11i3ruce Allingham. "Noon Activities." Clearing House. 251
295-7• January. 1951.
12stuart Anderson. "They'd Rather Stay at School.• School
AetiTitiea. 22:95•6• November. 1950.

11
Individual outcomes:
using leisure time constructively
developing appreciations
enriching personality
achi8'9'ing aelt-realisation tor good parposea
developing personal initiative and responsibility
learning how to conduct and participate in a meeting
affording opportunity tor self-appraisal by individuals
enabling the individual and group to capitalize on his
interests
Social outcomes s
providing mental and physical recreation
gaining practice in working with others
developing dem.ooratio group responsibility
learning to practice good human relationships
understanding group processes
furthering good papil-teacher relationships
increasing one's social contacts
Civic and ethical outoomess
establishing bonds of understanding between students
regardless ot race, creed, religion, economic status,
and ability
implementing the unifying process essential to the support
ot .American ideals
interpreting and diversifying the curriculum
helping youth to like schooi.13
Specifically there a.re certain objectives needed in the Pasco
High School Program which must be assessed more seriously to m.ee-t the
immediate need.

Attention must be directed to these problems in the

high school to fabricate a program which will contribute to the total
ourriculum.

These objectives must also be considered in terms ot

attendance changes, currioulum revisions, and unforaeeable requirements or the future.

The objeotivea determined -.y be augmented and

increased aa a result ot the above oonditiODS.

13Nellie Zetta Thompson, Your School Clubs
Dutton and Company, Incorporated;-i'f53), p. 15.

(lfew Yorkt •• P.
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The speoifio objeotives of the program are:
1.

To provide an emotional outlet tor youth.

2.

To satisfy a desire for action on the part ot youth.

3.

To cultivate the attributes of good oituenship.

4.

To serve more students.

s.

To contribute to the physical activity program.

6.

To iJllplem.ent the oonviotion of youth in the d•ooratio
way ot lite.

1.

To enoourage students to remain on school property•

a.

To proaote a "we" feeling in the school.

9.

To develop leadership.

10. To increase use of' facilities.
11. To have a variety of activities to relieve the pressure
on athletics.

CHA.PrER II

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NOON-TDm PROGlWI
The Boon-Time Program at Pa.soo High School will be under the
supervision of a director and such persomiel designated by the
administration.

The school system is growing rapidly with twice the

nor.mal birth rate and has :many newcomers to the community.

The

school enrollment is expected to reach eight-hundred by the beginning
of the tall tera in September, 1965.

If the program. develops,

additional leadership and supervision will be added as needed.
A program. can become success:f\tl only it the administration,
faculty, and study body give their enthusiastic, support.

Unless

they see the values of the program, it has little chance to succeed.
lfany educators feel that the noon-hour is no longer an interia

during which education stops.

This period ean be rich in educational

opportunities, especially in-sooiai and personality adjustment.
Through studant-tea.cher planning, the noon hour can otter a wide
range of activities to fill gaps in student'• lives.

Plenning for

this period. should be as serious as for any other pa.rt of the
schedule.

In an analysis ot opinions f'rom principals, Trump

decided that five characteristics were desirable in teachers,
(1) He regards the "poor section" in the same light as the
"good" because his standards of aocOJBplishment are concerned w1 th
helping boys and girls. (2) The superior teacher, by his attitudes and acts, shows a genuine enthusiasm for his school and
cOJ11111UDity. (3J The superior teacher has pride in being normal
instead of eccentric. (4) The superior teacher accepts responsibilities for helping to improve the services ot other teachers and

14
adllinistrators. (5) Th! superior teacher otters help in neoessary
extra-claas aotiT11.i.es.

To pursue this point further the ohanoes tor the actual suooess
of the prograa depends upon. the student body•

Douglas made mention

ot thia by asserting, "The Tery eaaenoe of the extra-curriculum. is
pupil leadership, initiatiTe, spontaneity, and responaibility."a The
assumption ot specific responaibility tor the well-being ot the
sohool is widely aooepted as part or the pattern of student participation.
Pasco Senior High School has repreaentative student government
through two bodies called the Bi-oam.eral Council and the Stud.eJ.l'b
Council.

These oouncila chosen by the student body on a semester

baaia -.ke a worthwhile contributiOll to the program.

Looking at

their work in retrospeot akea one more conscious of this.

YOUllg

people are in a struggle basically not ot authority, but to secure
consideration of their viftll and some intluence on. :making deoiaions.
In this traae of reference youngsters will ordillarily work happily it
they feel their desires and voices are being heard in •tters of vital
importance.
It will be the desire of the author to direct in part leadership and assistance of the Noon-Time Program through the Stw:lent

1J. Lloyd Trump, "Do You Rate with Your Principal?", National
Education Aasociation Journal, January, 1949, p. 51.
~ l R. Douglas, The High School Curriculum.
Ronald Preas Coapany-, 194'f), p. 375.

(Bew Yorkt The
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Council.

The aid of the Bi-cam.era.l Comicil will also be solicited.

It is recommended that the council do the tollowingt
1.

Authorize the appointment or a Noon-TiM RepresentatiTe
trom. each homeroom.

2.

Appoint neceaaary committees.

3•

.Accept responsibility ot financial support.

4.

Accept OTer-all sponsorship of the program..

A democratic plan to develop the aotiTities proposed will be
formed by an organization called a Noon-Time Council.

Thia request

tor aaaiatanoe to the program. was presented to the Student Council in
1954, but the action :must be repeated as n• officers are elected
ea.ch semester.

These representat1Tea will ser'l'e a.a comamicatora ot

idea.a between the student body and the program..

So often students

establish an apathetic or negatiTe attitude toward a plan because
understandings and explanations are hazy and incomplete, consequently
the program goes backward.
As the school grows in numbers the necessity of representatiTea

to cOJDmUDioate ideas becomes :a.ore and more important, but yet flexibility is also important.

It, and when the number of' homerooms

becomes so large it will, in all likelihood, be necessary to form a
Central Committee of the membership to handle routine :matters and to
serTe in the capacity of a steering committee.

In the aeleotion of candidates tor the office of Noon-Time
RepreaantatiTe strong qualit'ioationa should be emphasised.

Any

program is only as strong as its wea.kest link, so homeroom teachers

16
will be enoouraged. to advise their students ot the qualifications
desired.

The right of ohoioe ia one ot this country's prized

heritage•• but with that prirllege goes responsibility to .ice a
good choice.

Qualifications ot a Noon-Time Repreamtative are• (1)

enthusiasm, (2) leadership• (3) interest 1n the Noon-Time Program.
and (4) the ability to express ideas.

I.

ORGANIZATION BI> ADMDJISTRATIOI
OF THE PROGlWI

There are a number ot elemmta neoeasary tor the successful
organizatioa and administration of an effective loon-Tille Program.
Suoh areas as available taoilitiea. administrative philosophy, and
student body interest framework the program.• a construction.

Only

one area will be brought under consideration• presently• because ot
its importance •
.A. key factor tor suoceas ot the Noon-Time Program is the

amount ot time given to this phase of the daily schedule.

School•

have tor many years clung to the principle that the noon-hour time
inter,al be generally similar to the length of classes in the daily
program.. Bu~ by neceasity and because of the inability to ef'teotively
utilize this part of' the school day. and tor other reasons. educators
have reduced this period in cases to an unhealthy and inef'teotive
part ot the daily schedule.

Faculty members have a pa.rt in noon-time activities. as well as
the student body.

These aotivities are ordinarily on a dif'terent
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plane, but basically the problem is the same--one of the satisfaction
of social, phy'sical, mental, and recreational neecls.

Informality and

relaxation from the classroom scene is vital tor :m.o1t etf'eotive
teaching.

In diacussing with a number of teachers on this -.tter it

was found that they seriously question the Tl.lue of the short noon

hour.

From the health standpoint many writers deplore the noon hour

llhi.ch resolves no wholesome use ot leisure time.
Once the lunch period is reduoed to less than forty-five
minutes the value and success ot the program is questionable •
.Ulingha.m offered this oonstructive reasoning when he declared 1
It should be understood, first of all that I feel that boys
and girls who are expected to work dili;.g•tly ill classes for six
hours a day need more than 20 :minutes \by this .Allingha.m means
that students need this time allotment for eating purposea) lunch
period at noon, with no real opportunity tor relaxation or at
least a change in activities. They need to get their thoughts
away from. ola.ss work and into some other activity either a.s a
participant or as a spectator, then they are more !ikely to
come back able to concentrate on the task at hand.
School Policy
The administration has for years had vision to recognize the
educational values ot the extra-curricular program.

In respect to

the Noon-Time Program the attitude is also positive and wholesome.
This philosophy will prevail as long as students remain sensitive to
their responsibilities or organization, planning, and care ot sohool
property.

3.aruce .Ulingha.m, •woon. .Activities,• Clearing Rouse, 25:295-7,
January, 1951.
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Finances
The student body provides funds f'or the purchase or plaques
and individual awards, and has shown interest in the program by

underwriting the 19 54 :f'ilm program.

In ad.dition a standing noon-hour

fund has been set up by the Director from last year's receipts and is
available to oommenoe the 1955-66 program.
Records
.l system is in the embryo stage and ia being developed to keep

information on individuals, tea.ms, eligibility, publishing houses,
film catalogues, equipment, and other items deemed necessary.

This

information will be maintained in the Director• s office, and materials
will remain there unless used by authorized people.
Publicity
To sell the program it is necessary to utilize ffery legitimate :means of' motivation to the end that all segments or the student
body are reached, particularly the unorganized students, and the
reserved a.nd unskilled student& who discover the program is for them.
This approach, if' auocess.t'ul, will raiae the program in character to
the educational emphasis that it deserves.

A list of ways to promote

the program are indicated below:
l.

The school intercom system can provide spot announcements.

2.

The school paper (Wasco) can f'ocus general programming and
special stories. A reporter should be assigned tor this
task.

3.

Noon-Time Representatives act as the eommunication team.
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4.

The bulletin board is probably one of the most abused and
misused implements in schools. The space can serve as
the center to give colorful and continuing service to
coming events, give results of' the completed event, and
general information. A. centrally located bulletin board
will help to draw attention and center the program..
Homerooa pla.nning also can provide placement or information for good obsern.tion.

s.

Bulletins distributed to homerooms will assist phases or
the programs auoh as kiokof'ts to noon dancing, a particular tilm, a championship game, am. other activities.
These bulletins will be finished with descriptive
headings and colors to draw interest.

6.

The school amiual (Sineweaah) bas a significant role by
culminating the student program. Several pictures of
the intramural program were introduced in the 1954-55
annual. A definite aection devoted to noon-hour
activities would adve.uce the program in stature.

7.

The orientation of' all nft' students, particularly freshmen,
a.t the beg1nn1ng ot the school year would prove helpful.

Awards
It is well agreed that tun of play and competition should be
the greatest incentive for a well-rounded recreational program.

In

this program, however, awards are given for achievement, but some
argue their ftlue.

Unquestionably awards are a motivating f'oroe, but

on the other hand achievement and public recognition is most natural
in every walk of' life.

Thus it is justified in our schools.

Odell

reinforced this ,men he asserted t
There should be recognition of' suocesstul extra.-curricula.r
activities both for the individual and the group. Among the
forms ot according this are school letters, pine and badge••
honor rolls, activity points in school, a.nd other local publicatiOlls, a.nd appearances on progreaa at assemblies a.nd other
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appropriate occasions. 4
Pllblio recognition shall be given to students at appropriate
times.

Recognition has its best efteot if given soon a:f'ter the

activity is completed.

In this way the joy ot accomplishment can be

shared by all and relived. later.

Thus the recognition of all awarda

and commendations at the conclusion ot the school yea.r should be

avoided whenever possible.
The Noon-Time Representative Council will share responsibility
in establishing the requirements ot the award system such as certificates, insignias, med.ala, pins, ribbons and trophies.

Ina.amuoh aa

the Girls' .Athletic Association is the usual coordinating body for the
girls' intramural program their desires should be carefully recognized.
The Girls' Athletic Association should have representation in this
body.
Presently awards in intra.murals are determined through
championship play.

The winning boys and girls basketball teams

receive pins for recognition and the team captain's name is inscribed
on a plaque.

Since com.petition is healthy, effort will be :made to

develop this approach into other phasea of the program.

Neverthele•••

other recognition of' good performance and achievement must be
considered. to raise the program from mediocrity.

4

Charles Odell, The Secondary Schools
Press, 1939), P• 360. -

(Chicago: The Garre.rd.
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Scheduling the Program
The program wi~l be carried thoughout the school year, but
emphasis will be in intramural• to initiate programs seasonally.

The

program will be flexible, so aa one phase is completed a pause in
activity will be utilized so the next phase can get off to a good
start.

This method will allow tor ti.Dal plans to be completed.

Experience has proven that movies and dancing too often shorten the
interest spa.u.

Thus by scheduling dancing once a week, on Friday,

tor example, the interest •Y be sustained longer•
to tilms in the same :anner.

Students react

On the other band, as the student body

grows, it mAy be f'ound that scheduling 1111st be increased to meet the
need.
A second problem which demands flexibility in the Noon-Time
Program is the heavy demand on school facilities by outside groups.
Pa.st experience has shown that coordination is essential between the
principal, the faculty, and the Director so the program can move
along with a m1n1:mmn amount of' difficulty.
A third area. of understanding and cooperation involves plamiing
with the activity coordinator.

Thia iDdi"fidual has the responsibility

ot the extra-curricular program, and there are times when the two
programs are competing tor f'aoilitiea.

This obstacle has been over-

come by the coordination of plans.
II•

THE PROGRAK

At Pasco High School the program carried f'orth during 1954-56

consisted of a number of activities.

The Student Councils. club••

faculty. and administration all played a part in helping the program.
to make progress.

From this study• reoommendations will be introduced

as dee.med desirable to provide greater opportunity for wholesome pa.rti.cipation by boys and girls.

The follor.l.ng aotivitiea were carried ont

1.

Social dancing.

2.

Film program.

3.

Class ping pong tournaments.

4.

Girls' round-robin basketball schedule with playoff tor
championship.

5.

Boys' double round-robin basketball schedule with playoff
for championship.

6.

Girls' badminton championship.

7.

Several danoing parties.

s.

Free-play in the gymnasium.

9.

Library study group.

10. :VU.sic on the intercOJll syat-.
What are the obaracteristioa of a successful Noon-Time Program?

Answers would very oi'ten include thoughts like these: (1) meets the
needs of the student body; (2) it has a wide range ot activities; and
(3) it permits democratic planning.

The recreational aspects were

excellently evaluated by Means:
• • • The subject could well be divided into immediate values
to the student in the development ot a group ot leisure-time
pursuits and activities which enrich the school period• and to
the more permanent recreational and sports interests that will
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contribute to later happy adult living. 5
Intra.murals
The rapid growth of the intra:rmral program leaves no doubt that
it can be a contributing part ot the school pl"Ogra.m.

It is apparent

though that many have given mere lip service. others have only
scratched the surface. while some schools have developed well-rounded
progra.ms educationally.

Hughea 6 recognizes this phase of the program

when he stated that no part of a school program provided. for greater
opportunity tor democratic cooperative group activity than the
program of intramural activities.
One rea.aon that the intra.mural program has been inhibited is
that there are those who hide behind the cloak or tear that eating
and physical activity during the noon-hour is physiologically harmt111.
On the basis or a reasonable noon-hour period the health aspect
normally will be answered.

Reasonable would mean that the student

would have time to eat. dress. participate. shower. dress, and have
time to get his books for his next class.

Others have studied this

question but Keagle best analyzed this by asserting:
Apparently noontime physical activity need not be feared.
Most evidence shows that moderate exercise following eating
5touis E. Means, The Or~anisation and Jdmin~stration of Intramural si:,orts (St. Louis:'"!he • V. MosbyCompany, 1952), p.""Tl.
6william Hughes and Esther French, The .Administration ot rysi•
(New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 1954), p.14 •

~ Education
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periods is not harmful to the participant.

7

• • •

Rules. A program ot intramurals can be operated. suocesstully
with few rules tor the boys and girls, with some exceptions. The
girls through the Girls' Athletic Association may feel that they
desire particular rules to meet circumstances that a.rise in their
intra.murals.

This group oan be a T&lua.ble unit tor stimulating

student participation, providing leadership, and to give ideas and
constructive criticism f'rODl how the girls view the program.

0i'ten

times the girls a.re not given satisfactory planning status, resulting
in a less effective program.
A program of intramural activities may operate successtully

with very few rules.

The rules are as follows r

1. Varaity, as well as lettermen, who transfer from other
institutions are not eligible tor intramural CODlpetition in that particular sport. (Varsity players
are those individuals retained by the coach ai'ter the
final out in the squad has been made.)
2. Au individual mAy represent only one unit or organization.
in a given aotiTity. His first participation with a
group or unit definitely attaches him to that group tor
the remainder of' the season.
3. Any team that tails to play within five minutes a.i'ter the
time scheduled tor the contest to begin torteits to
the opponent•
4. ill protests must be made in writing to the intranura.l
director within 24 hours of' the oOllpletion of' the
contest in question. A designated group or council
will decide the merits of the case. CODlplaints involving

7Foster Keagle, "That Noon Hour Headache,• National Education
Association Journal, 401610-11• December, 1951.
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judgment ot the officials are not just cause tor a
protest. Protests indicate poor :morale and should be
discouraged.
5.

Any group using an ineligible person forfeits the contest.
The ineligible person shall be ineligible in that sport
tor the remainder ot the season.

s.

ill intramural teams llllSt ha.Te a captain, a co-captain, and
a spokesman or an official representatiTe.

T.

A contest may be postponed only by mutual agreement of both

teams and atter proper notification has been giTen the
Director.
8.

The number ot players on a squad will be li:mited; any
players added to the roster must be authorized by the
Intramural Director.

Playing techniques.

It must be recognized that all intramural•

are not organized in the same way.

The organization depends upcm the

type of aotiTity., facilities, amount of time allotted, and the
possible number ot competitors • .l well-organized program should
include a number of techniques.

A. list ot cOllDon techniques follows:

1.

Qualifying rounds followed by match play eliminations.
Ea.oh team or organization may select its own competitors
or it may be opened to all students. The ideal solution
is to narrow the field to a per:teot tournament number
such as sixteen or thirty-two. This works well in sports
such as golf., archery, rifle shooting, bowling, freethrows, and basket golf. This program has an advantage
of self-seeding.

2.

Meets involTing group and individual events.

3.

The quickly organized jamboree. This novel idea ot
competition is found to be most popular at the junior and
senior high level. For example, freshman can be invited
to participate in a basketball jamboree. Team allegiance

A point
system like in track is utilized. Such comm.on sports
as outdoor and indoor track and field, track relays.,
swimming., baseball and football field days., golf
specialties, and jamborees.
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a.t this age is otten spontaneous and proves to be very
recreational. Captains are chosen and the teams can be
quickly organized into various types of' organized
competition.
4.

Ringer tournaments. The beat score over a period of' timetournament or sea.son or league can be made to indicate
top achievement. Thia is beat used in golf, archery,
free thrOll'S, and similar individual scoring events.

5.

Leagues with round-robin schedules and combination plans
involvingr (a) leagues followed by single elimination
playof'ta, {b) leagues f'ollOW'ed by double elimiDation
playotf's, and (o) leagues followed by championship
playoff' series. The best met.hod to use in intra.mural
competition is the round-robin plan--if' time, facilities,
and other factors permit its use. This plan excels over
all others because players •Y continue to participate
throughout the season regardleaa of' whether they win or
lose.
One of' the simple and best ways of' scheduling any number
of' intramural teams in round-robin competition is the
rotation method. Thia is done by numbering the teams
f'rom one to eight and beginning by writing one, two,
three, and four dOWD the first colwm. Write the second
column up, using the remaining numbers, five, six, seven,
and eight. Teams opposite each other are pairings tor
the first round of' games. To determine the second round
of' games place Team One in its customary position at the
top of' the column. Immediately below it place Team
Eight which is the team at the top of' the second column
in the preceding round.
It there is an odd number of' teams entered simply add

one to make the total even and place an asterisk ( •)
opposite the highest number, eight in ea.oh round. !he
team pa.ired with the asterisk draws a bye.
The number
determined
the number
eight team
28 games.

s.

of' games required to complete a round is
by the formula :N{N-1)/2, where N represents
of teams participating. For example, in an
league there will be 8(8-1)/2: 8 x 712= 56/2•

Eliminati011 tournaments. Elimination tournaments are
recommended in situations where round-robin schedules
cannot be conducted. It determines the winner quickly.

Single elimination. If' the number of teams entered is
a perfect power of two (4,8,16,32 and so forth) there
is no problem., but if there is not a perfect power of'
two, byes should be drnn before the play begins. The
number of byes that should be drawn is equal to the
difference between the number of' tea.ms entered and the
next higher perfect power of two. For instance it
eleven teams are entered, plan tor five byes in the
first round, because the differenoe between eleven and
sixteen is tive. Figure 1, page 28 can be used tor
single elimination too.
Double elimination. In this plan no team is eliminated
until it has lost wo games. Winners proceed to the
right in the first elimination and the losers move to
the lett. See Figure 1, page 28.
7.

Ladder tournaments. This system is applicable to
activities such as ping pong, badminton, golf, tennis,
and horseshoes. To initiate the plan, a call is made
tor entries on the bulletin board. The tournament begin.a
then with the players aasigned to the position or to the
order in which they signed. The rules mAy vary but a
comm.on plan is to permit any player to challenge the
first or second or even the third player immediately
above him in the standing. Challenges must be accepted
and games played within a specified time. The winners
replace the losers in rank and obviously the best player
will be at the top of' the ladder. See Figure 2, ptt.ge 28.
If' desired, the list may be turned upside down tor the
second semester and the better players will be forced to
win their way back up the ladder•

a.

Pyramid tournament. This is actually a variation of the
ladder tournament which a.11011'8 for more participa.tion and
challenging. A player may challenge any other player in
his own horizontal ra,r, and if' he is successtul there,
the two players change positions. This method may be
displayed on a bulletin board, but a better method is
to construct a board in the shape of an equilateral
triangle placing nails or hooks to hang names of the
contestants. This program is a perpetual program and
should be experimented with in at least one sport for a
change of' pace. See Figure 3, page 29.

9.

Seeding. Seeding, an accepted practice in tournaments,
prevents the unfair elimination of' the best players
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or teams in the early rounds. Superior performers are
allotted equally to the upper and lower brackets, or in
case of races. in heats. The common procedure is to seed
two players in a tournament of eight or less, and four
players in a tourn.a.men.t of nine to sixteen entrants.
If at all possible. teams will be divided in.to six or eight
team. leagues. so the belovr diagrams oan be used to illustrate the
single and double elimination systems.

The ladder and pyramid

tournaments will also be illustrated.

1-2,

FIGURE 1
DOUBLE ELI11IlfATION TOURN.AMEN'?
1.
2.

-------

---s. -------

3.
4.

---a.
9. ---10.------6.
7.

FIGURE 2
EXAMPLE OF A LADDER TOURNAMENT
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FIGURE 3

EXAW'LE OF A PYRAMID TOURN.ADN?

Explanations and ini'oration about tournaments. games. and
leagues can be found in many books and pamphlets on physical education and intra.murals.

Two good sources ares:

How to Orfanbe Teams and Tournaments

iat'ione.1 ports Equipment Company
Fond du La.c. Wisconsin
Price

$.50

Athletic Field am1 Court Diagrams
Wilson SportingGoods aompa.ny
334 N.W. llth Avenue
Portland. 9• Oregon
(Booklet sent on reque1t)
The following is a list ot activities which may be used in
the Noon-Time Programa

Archery

Bridge

Archery Golt

Cageball

Badminton

Card Games

Bait and Fly Ca.sting

Checkers

Baseball

Chess

Basketball

Chinese Checkers

Basketball Shooting Games

Cribbage
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Dodgeball

Ping Pong

Dominoes

Quoits

Flag Football

Reading Room.

Folk Dancing

Seven Up

Football

Shuffleboard

Free Throw Contest

Singing

Golt

Soccer

Gymnastics

Social Dancing

Handball

Social Room

Horseshoes

Softball

Indoor Baseball

Speed.ball

Jazz Record Playing

Square Dancing

Jig Saw Puzzles

Squash

Kick Ball

Study Room

Library

Tennis

Mass Games

Tetherball

Movies

Track and Field

Paddle Tennis

Tumbling

Volleyball
Film Program

This area ot noon-time leisure has excellent possibilities tor
the entertainment and education of high school youth.

this program merits considerable emphasis.

As a consequence

Likewise it necessitates

adequate supervision because of the nature of the activity.
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The importance of the film program cannot be underestimated.

Many students in constructive criticism of classes relate that classroom work in lllNlY instances is not well tied into lite situations.
They often request use ot tilma as a means to visualize concepts.
understandings, characteristics, and other learnings.

Gwynn amplified

on the values of movies when he remarked&
The child frequently absorbs from the commercial motion
picture and :motion picture •shorts• more intonation, attitudes•
and patterns of conduct than he gets from the school. .American
motion pictures, at their beat, have great value in entertainmerJ.t,
in instruction, and in desirable effects upon mental attitudes
and idea~s; at their worst, they have equally undesirable
effects.
Various companies make different emphasis on their production
of film, and so it merits close scrutiny to obtain educational and
entertaining tilm to serve a wide ranged and adjusting program.

The

Director can have an important role in this aspect of the program to
utilize film in areas of life and school situations which will assume
a constructive role in the school program.
It ms.y seem more sensible to select a reputable company and
use all of its films.

'While this has considerable merit it is found

that the needs of the students change.

That is, cirou:matances,

attitudes, prejudices, and time of the year all atfeot their conduct,
and provide opportunities in which to use til.Dl to a better advantage.
This approach, if manageable, can have affect on students• habits,

8J. Minor Gwynn. Curriculum Principles and Social Trend•
(N• York a The )(acmillan Company, 1943), p. §2;-
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attitudes• and growth.

One company may not adequately serve thi•

situation. but aervea aa an expedient.

It has been the writer• s

experience during 1954-55 that Cine-Cratt. Rarig Film Company. and
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company ea.oh rendered tine seM'ioe
to the program..
Atter atuclying the large list ot fillll producers a.ud distribution centers one i• aware of the many purposes tor the film
production.

There 1e merit• nevertheless. in sending tor catalogues.

Atter studying these listings and offerings such as costs. variety.
service. recency. and others one is in a better position to
intelligently •ke f'ilm selections.

In most oases the eastern

companies have western distribution centers which serve local needs.
In addition this information •Y lead to

■ electing

would be applicable to the classroom situation.

film that

An awareness

ot this

application from these sources will certainly develop. as it baa tor
the writer.

Thia experience it used by the classroom teacher can

serve as a vehicle of motivation and learning.

The outcome 111AY

represent itself in a fine learning experience.
Film. selection.
cations.

The selection of film has a number of impli-

Firat, "What fillas ahould be selected?"

Secondly. "Who

should make the specific selections?• and thirdly, "How orten should
they be shown?"
The Noon-Time Representatives will be an important cog in these
decisions.

These persons will first contact the home-room students

to f'ind their general areas of interest.

These will be brought to a
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general meeting and the fields of interest will be narrowed.

For

aam.ple, comedy, sports, muaio, manners, dating, and. courtesies are
area.a of intereat.

Next, a. committee needs to be selected to choose

specific tilms tor a.t least two calendar months in adTBnce.
been used betore and ha.a worked satisfactorily.

Thia ha.a

The committee works

with the Director and. the selections are made.
Finally, the Director will aeleot the dates tor the films.
This is intended to keep the calendar in order inasmuch aa he is
aware ot the over-all picture.

Film operation.

The Audio-Visual Depa.rtm.ent ot the high

school supplies trained operators tor all noon-time ti lma.

The boys

do a commendable job and the relatiOD.1hip ha.a been good.
Auditorium.

The tacilities, including lights, staging equip-

ment, acreen1, etc., is handled by the stage crew on a rotating
basis assignment by the Director ot Activities.

Thia a.rranga.ent

ha.a worked well.
Student leadership.

This subject has been discussed some

previously, but in respect to supervision it has been :found that
youngsters are interested. in guarding doors and exits and collecting
the admission tee tor the right to see the tilm.

COD.81deration may

be given to student sponsorship in the future.
Publicity.

A bulletin is sent to all rooms intorming them.

a.bout the film title and the dates scheduled.
be very aa.tisfa.otory.

This ha.a not proved to

More ways of motivating a.re necessary to make

students a.ware ot the particular tilms.

For example, spot signs,
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film schedules in the Wasco, publicity- at the central bulletin board,
invitations, and lucky number tickets are ways to bring about more
student awareness and readiness tor pa.rtioipa.tion.
Below is a list of' audio-visual aid producers and distributors.
In all likelihood, some of' the companies will only distribute through
their regional offices, but by requesting catalogues from these
companies one can obtain a wealth of' information on resource :material.
There are many other sources of films, recordings, and other aids but
this list should adequately care tor most of the needs.
Washington State .Athletic .Association
Henry DeYoung, Secretary
902 Lloyd Building
6th and Stewart
Seattle l, Washington

Sports, officiating

Associated Oil Company
Local distributor

Sports

Standard Oil Company
Local distributor

Variety, sports
"Silver Spurs" is a
good dancing film.

Richfield Oil Company
2326 Sixth Avenue

Natural resources,
wild tlowera
"Wild Flowers of the
West" is an excellent
film.

Seattle l, Washington

Shell Oil Company
Film Library Company
100 Bush Street
San Franci100 6, California

Variety, no charge,
non-commercial

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Local distributor

Large list of :musical
productions, excellent
"Telephone Hour," used
in 1954-55. Good
service.
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••Cine-Craft
1111 South 'West Stark Street
Portland, Oregon

Variety. good service.
Used in 1954-55, many
popular films.

••Rarig Motion Picture Company
5514 Uninraity Way
Seattle, Washington

Variety, good service.
Used in 1954-55, list
of' popular til.Ju.

••Films. Incorporated
2129 N.E. Broadway
Portland 3, Oregon

Variety, good serTice.
Central Washington
College Student
Govermaent Association
has had excellent service. Has many of' the
recent and popular
films, reasonably
priced.

••Audio Visual Center
State College of Washington
Pullman, Washington

Check f'ilm catalogue

Of'f'ioe of' Visual Education
Central Washington College
Ellensburg, Washington

Check film catalogue

The Film Center
University of'Waahington
Seattle, Washington

Check f'ilm catalogue

, ••Visual Education Serrlce
u. s. Of'f'ioe of' Education
Washington, D. c.
••Superintendent of' Documents
Govermaent Printing 0:f'f'ice
Washington 25, D.c.
Educators Guide to Free Films
Education Progress Service
Randolph, Wisconsin

••United World Films, Incorporated
5023 North East Sandy Boulevard
Portland 13, Oregon

3434

f'ilma

u. s.

Govermaent

List of' u. s. Government f'ilma, t.10 tor a
catalog of' all films
2300 tree films available f'rom. government,
industrial and other
organizations. $6.00
f'or catalogue

Government f'ilm.s f'roa
many areas, also
recreation
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••Educational Service
1730 Eye Street North West
Washington. D .c.

1954-55 catalogue 48
pages. list of' educational tilm.s, filmstrips, etc.

National Recreation Association
315 Fourth Avenue
New York 10. New York

to
Informal Singing,
Sieboldt H. Frieswyk:,
$.35, song oolleotions
and other musical
material

The Recreation llagazine
National Recreation Association
8 West Eighth Street
New York 11,. New York

Contains many sources

40 approaches

of' new materials

••Ideal Picture•
1239 S. W. 14th Avenue
Portland. Oregon
•*Thompson Film. Services
604 Kinnear Place
Seattle 99 • Washington
Tall's Camera Supply
1415 Third Avenue
Seattle 1, Washington
(.Audio Visual Department)
Kid-Columbia Library
Kennewick, Washington

Limited supply

United States Rubber Company
220 Jackson Street
Seattle, Washington

Excellent basketball
film on appreciation
of' the fundamentals
and game condition•

••Western Cinema Guild
522 Clement Street
San Francisco 18, California
••Bailey Films, Incorporated
6509 DeLongpre Avenue
Hollywood 28, California
Association Films
351 Turk Street
San Francisco, California

Films can be obtained
through distributing
offices. Inquire to
find it they send f'ilm
to institutions free
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••Wild Life Films
5151 N.F. Strohm Avenue
North Hollywood, California

Walt Disney materials
Write for tree
literature

••Carnival of Books
Juvenile Department of Tho•s Crowell
432 ll'ourth Avenue
New York 16, N..- York

Recordings of pa.st
experiences, namely
historical events, etQ.
Many films sent free

on request
**Square Dancing .As1ociation
D.R. 14
Freeport, New York

•Honor Your Partner
Oral instruction given

Series"

••Athletic Institute
209 South State Street
Chicago 4, Illinois

Producer of good publications, films,
filmstrips in area ot
sports--tine teaching
aids

**F.ducation Services Department 202
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, New Jersey

Describes and lists
the new series of RCA
Victor Folk Dance
Record,

Association Film.a Incorporated
347 Madison Avenue
Nft' York 17, New York

1400 filu, many are
available tree--inoludes recreational
filu

Sports, Physical and
Recreation Film Guide

Most comprehensive
listing of available

Sports-Physical F.ducation list--over 800
titles, catalogue $.so
**The asterisk• to the left of the address indicate that the
company 1s prepared to send literature upon request. These companies
and agencies are known to send catalogues. An inquiry of others on
the list would determine whether catalogues are available.
Dancing
This activity is one of the most popular activities of the
Noon-Time Program for the active participants and the spectators.
During 1954-55 the program was seasonal and under club sponsorship.
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This ma.de the supen-ision a minor chore.
and the student.a realized it.

Responsibility had shifted

Music was by a record player a.nd

dancing was held on Tuesday and Thursday.

Dancing was in the lobby

entrance to the gymnasium and auditorium.

A nickel was assessed ea.ch

active pa.rticipant and the money was put in the club treasury.

The

space is very ample and with the floor covered by smooth tile, no
special treatment was required.
Many schools otter this program once a week, usually on Friday,
but with dancing for intern.ls and then stopping tor some weeks, the

two

days per week has worked well.

Experience will prove the most

successful procedure.
There has been little folk: or square dancing at the high school
during recent years and apparently little interest exists.

Here 11

a potential field of growth if the students indicate interest and are
encouraged.
Some schools have made progress in dancing through the etfort1
or the Student Council.

In these instances the council saw a social

need with the spectator participants and others who stayed a•y.
is what happened.

This

An effective class was organ.bed with student in-

structors in a special room of lea.mere, keeping away the teasers.

In

school the students formulated a questionnaire on the dancing, and it
proved satisfactory.

This illustrates apontaneity and initiative on

the part ot the youngsters to accept a reaponsibility which resulted
in good social dividends.

A questionnaire will be issued to all

students soon atter school commences in the tall ot 1955.
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The purpose ot the questionnaire is two-fold--an appraisal ot
the 1954 program end to assist in 1955 program de-velopment.

The

questionnaire is as follows,
Indicate by checking with an

x.

1. Did you participate in any part ot the Noon-Time Program during
the 1954-55 school year?
Girls

Boys

Girls

Boys

Active
Spectator
2.

3.

Games

Ping Pong

Ping Pong

Badminton

Badminton

Basketball

Basketball

Movies
Girls

4.

Boys

Class you were in last year
Sophomore

Freshmen
5.

Social Dancing
Boys

Girls

6.

Junior

Active

Aotive

Spectator

Spectator

Are you planning to participate in this year's Noon-Time Program?
Girls

Boys
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7.

Can you dance?

8.

Would you like to learn?
Boys _ _ _ __

Girla

More activities are being planned in your program. than during
last year.

You will be hearing about them aoon.

Library
There is a definite problem regarding the proper use of these
facilities.

The library atatt is conscious ot their responsibilities

and desires to establish an attitude here which is conducive to wholesome learning.
This problem is one which involves the cooperative efforts ot
the entire faculty to foster and encourage an attitude in the student
body which will cultivate a scholarly atmosphere.

This will not come

about easily and quickly, but the values ot a library oan reflect in.
classroom learnings.

Yet the desired atmosphere expressed above

cannot come unless other steps are taken.
There is a need to release the pressure of socialization which
bas funneled itself into the library.

It the students can be removed

to another area. of the building where they can ohAt and relax together
wholesomely for the noon-hour period, the school will prosper.
To be most worthwhile in this venture, the combined effort, of
the administration, faculty, and 1tudents are needed.
Social Room
An outlet for the release of students' pent--up energies could
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be in a. designated room where chess, cards, dominoes, checkers, and
other games are played.

It might also be used tor playing the piano•

singing, and playing records--jazz, blues, or classios.
Restrictions must be agreed upon and accepted.

Rules and

regulations tor this area's use would need adminiatrative approval
and students' responsibilitiea would need clarification.

Supervieion

of this segment of the noon-hour period would require close attention
until students realized the intrinsic values of what they have.
Eaoh student is an individual who releases energies which are
not always released in the same manner. 'While some youngsters get
their satisfactions in vigorous aotivitiea, such as intra.murals and
dancing, others find outlets through quiet activities.

In such a

room or space another group of youngster, would be oonsidered.

The

program is intended to reach as many kinda ot teen-agers a.a possible•
and here is a. portion of the youth who are otten times overlooked.

CHAP.rER III
SUMMARY

The purpose or thie study was to establish a Noon-Time Program
at Pasco High School which would more adequately meet the social_
mental, physical, and recreational needs ot the student body and to
encourage a sense ot values ot how to :more satisfactorily facilitate
wiser use ot leisure time during adulthood.

The investigation neces-

sary to accompany the undertaking was intended• generally, to serve
the Noon-Time Director in carrying out reponaibilities delegated to
him by the adm1 n1 atration.

By evaluating educational interpretations given to school
curriculums and appreciating the probl8J118 of the correlaticm• conaidEl'able effort was made to justify the Noon-Time Program in secondary
schools.

Specific programming methods and ideas introduced were

intended to aen-e ae guiding principles tor the organization and
administration of the program. at Pasco High School.

However. with

:modifications other schools could use the study as a criterion tor
developing their program.
Pasco has grown rapidly during the past ten yea.rs and by all
indications the community will continue its growth tor many years to
come.

It was felt that to meet this challenge a guide was necessary

to provide knowledge of program. oonatruotion and the values ot noontime activity.

This, in turn, could sen-e as a foundation to more

wholesomely develop the noon-tillle leieure habits of high school boya
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and girls.

The experience or directing the 1954-55 program at Pasco High
School aided c0ll8iderably in the study. Without that experience
determination ot the course of action would have been less realiatio.

Many authoritie• point to crowded aohool faoilitie• as
having prevented purposetul developaent ot ways to wholesoaely used
noon-hour leisure time.

0A the otMr hand• educatara are struggling

with the role ot traditional teaching versus lite centered instruction. With many people not using their leisure time to good
advantage perhaps there is ground tor alarm.

The schools ot the

country would then do well to consider giving increased attention to
leisure tim.e learnings as part ot the integrated sohool curriculum..
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